Absorbing boundary conditions are comparatively studied using the Green's functions of the vector and scalar potentials for multilayer geometries and general sources. The absorbing boundaries are introduced as additional layers with predefined reflection coefficients into the calculation of the Green's functions. The Green's functions are calculated using different reflection coefficients corresponding to different absorbing boundaries and compared to those obtained with no absorbing boundary. This approach provides an absolute measure of the ~rrcchivcl~c~ o l dirrcrcril absorbing boiriitlariru.
I. Introduction
Application of the numerical techniques based on the differential equations in unbounded regions, such as the finite difference time domain (FDTD) and the finite element methods (FEM), requires the truncation of the solution domain with artificial boundaries. Ideally, these boundaries are supposed to absorb all the incident waves, that is, there should be no reflected waves, so they are called absorbing or radiation boundaries [1]- [3] . Ilowever, there is always some reflected waves due to imperfect caiicelation of tlie impinging waves on these artificial boundaries, because these boundary conditions are mathematical approximations t o the partial differential equation for the one-way wave equation. The level of the reflection depends upon the absorbing boundaries used and the order of the approximation.
Since different absorbing boundaries give rise to different levels of reflected waves, one needs to examine these boundary conditions comparatively l o decide on the type imd tlic ortlcr ol tlic absorbiiig boiitidary condition (ADC) to l e ased, to There€ore, it €acilitates the use of the absorbing boundary as an additional layer lor which the reflection coeficients can be derived explicitly, and makes it possible to compare the eITect of the ABCs on the Green's functions, providing an absolute measure ol tlic incril or llic AlICs. This is bccausc tlic approach proposed here 
Formulation
Since the Green's functions of the planar multilayer geometries are used in the comparison of the ABCs, the results are restricted to planar geometries, and examples are given for Fig. 1 . It should be noted that layer-2 and layer-3 have the same electrical properties but they are separated by an artificial boundary which is supposed t o absorb the up-going waves. where a ( p ) = crm,,(g)n, p is the depth, S is the thickness and U is the electric conductivity of the PML layer. The Green's functions used in this study are obtained for general multilayer media €or the sources of an IIEL) slid IIMD [5] , where the reflection coeficients at each boundary are used according to the definition of the generalized reflection coefficient [5]. Therefore, the reflection coefficients given in (1)-(3) can easily be incorporated into the formulation of the Green's functions. The Green's functions of the vector arid scalar potentials arc employed in the study of the ABCs for tltc purposc of distiiigitisliiiig I h c4lbcls or tlic: AIiCs o~i tlic-far atit1 iicar liclcts.
llcsulls aid Discussioii
'L'lrc apj)ioacIi discussed iii Section 2 can be applied to aiiy iiiultilaycr geoiuelry with arbiti ibry layer pariuiieters, such as thicknesses, pcriiiittivitics i h~~t l pc~r~riei~bili-ties. For the sake of illustralion, the foUowiiig parameters have bee11 chosen for the geometry shown in Fig.1 : llic dielectric conslait of tlie substrate c, =4.0; the thickness of the substrate d1=0.02032 cm (8.0 mils); the frequency of operation f = l . 0 G h ; the distance of tlic ADC from llie air-dielectric iiilcrface d2=10.0 cni; layer-0 P I X .
Ideally, absorbing boundaries are supposed to absorb all the waves impinging upon them but since the ABCs are approximations to the ideal case, inevitably there is always some reflection. Therefore, the ideal absorbing boundary corresponds to, in the case presented here, no absorbing boundary at all. To study the effect of the absorbing boundaries, the scalar potential a t the air-dielectric interface in the presence of tlie absorbing boundaries is calculated and compared to those obtained with no absorbing boundary. 
IV. Conclusions
The use of the Green's functions for the study of the ABCs have been demonstrated for phnar media. Three dilfereiit AUCs Iiave been conipared with each other and with the ideal case, but this approach can also be applied t o other ABCs provided tliat the analylical expressions of llic issociatcd rcllcctio~i cocllicienls ace availablc.
'I'hc strength of this approach over tlic nunierical coinparison of tlie AUCs is the ana-
